The invention relates to a method of installing a heat source on a micro heat pipe module and to a micro heat pipe module. The micro heat pipe module (1) has micro heat pipes (3) for dissipating the thermal energy generated by the heat source (2) generating thermal energy, and the micro heat pipe module (1) has a side (4) on which the heat source (2) generating thermal energy is installed. The side (4) of the micro heat pipe module (1), on which the heat source (2) generating thermal energy is installed, is coated with a coating (5) made of a heat conducting material, which coating (5) is arranged to conduct the heat generated by the heat source (2) generating thermal energy away from the heat source (2) generating thermal energy along said side (4) of the micro heat pipe module (1) and to the micro heat pipe module (1).
METHOD OF INSTALLING HEAT SOURCE, AND MICRO HEAT PIPE MODULE

[0001] This application is a continuation of International Application PCT/000596 filed on Jun. 29, 2000, which designated the U.S. and was published under PCT Article in English.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The invention relates to a method of installing a heat source generating thermal energy on a micro heat pipe module which comprises micro heat pipes for dissipating thermal energy generated by the heat source, in which method the heat source generating thermal energy is installed on one side of the micro heat pipe module.

[0003] The invention also relates to a micro heat pipe module which comprises micro heat pipes for dissipating thermal energy generated by a heat source and which micro heat pipe module has a side on which the heat source generating thermal energy is installed.

[0004] Cooling electronic components is an old problem which has become more and more pronounced with increasing integration intensities and power. New methods, such as heat pipes, have lately emerged along with conventional convection cooling. A standard heat pipe is typically a copper cylinder several millimeters in diameter and about nine inches in length, emptied of air and partly filled with a working fluid.

[0005] A heat pipe conducts thermal energy generated by a heat source, such as an electronic component, from one end of the heat pipe to another as latent heat from the change of phase of a working fluid in the heat pipe. The thermal energy generated by the heat source makes the working fluid boil and vapourise in the hot end of the heat pipe, i.e. the vapouriser of the heat pipe. Due to a generated pressure difference, the vapour moves to the other, cold end of the heat pipe, i.e. the condenser of the heat pipe, where the vapour surrenders its latent heat and returns as fluid back to the vapouriser driven by capillarity forces. A heat pipe is an extremely efficient heat conductor, its effective thermal conductivity is typically 10 to 100 times better than that of copper.

[0006] Until now, heat pipes have usually been installed in such a manner that for each heat source, such as an electronic component, there is one separate heat pipe conducting heat to a condenser. If one circuit board has several electronic components requiring cooling, placing heat pipes in an efficient manner is difficult, awkward and requires space.

[0007] This problem has been solved by means of micro heat pipe modules which comprise very small micro heat pipes placed side by side and a binding agent. These have been used to even out temperature distribution, especially when the heat source is a local one and surrounded by an area considerably cooler in temperature. The micro heat pipe modules are usually attached between the heat source, such as an electronic component generating thermal energy, and another surface, such as a circuit board, cooling plates or the body of an apparatus. Micro heat pipe modules have been disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,527,588, for instance.

[0008] The method has its limitations, however. A micro heat pipe module has a limited heat conducting ability. When a local heat load increases too much at a heat source, the micro heat pipes cannot function due to a partial drying up, for instance. In such a case, the internal pressure of a micro heat pipe beneath a heat source, such as an electronic component, increases too much and fluid cannot for some reason return to the vapourisation area driven by capillarity forces. There are also several other reasons which may stop the heat pipes from functioning. They all have in common that there is too high a local heat load at a heat source, and if the heat source is an electronic component, the result often is that it is destroyed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0009] It is thus an object of the invention to develop a method of installing a heat source generating thermal energy on a micro heat pipe module and a micro heat pipe module so as to solve the above problems.

[0010] The object of the invention is achieved by a method characterized in that the side of the micro heat pipe module, on which a heat source generating thermal energy is installed, is coated at least partly with a coating made of a heat conducting material, which coating is arranged to conduct the heat generated by the heat-generating heat source away from the heat-generating heat source along said side of the micro heat pipe module and into the micro heat pipe module.

[0011] An arrangement of the invention is in a corresponding manner characterized in that the side of the micro heat pipe module, on which the heat-generating heat source is installed, is at least partly coated with a coating made of a heat conducting material, which coating is arranged to conduct the heat generated by the heat-generating heat source away from the heat-generating heat source along said side of the micro heat pipe module and into the micro heat pipe module.

[0012] Preferred embodiments of the arrangement of the invention are set forth in the dependent claims.

[0013] The solution of the invention increases the maximum power transmission capacity of a micro heat pipe module by reducing the local heat load at the heat source.

[0014] The solution is based on the use of a coating, i.e. more exactly a thermal pre-levelling material. When thermal energy generated by the heat source diffuses along the pre-levelling layer in lateral direction, the local heat load on the top surface of the micro heat pipe module at the heat source decreases and the micro heat pipe module can function longer at a higher component power before a local operational limit is reached.

[0015] The coating can also act as a galvanic insulation layer, and it can be machined, if necessary.

[0016] In addition, it is possible to use a more extensive material selection, such as plastics, as the cold surface in connection with the solution of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0017] In the following, the invention will be described by means of preferred embodiments and with reference to the attached drawing which shows a side view schematic of a micro heat pipe module of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0018] The FIGURE shows a micro heat pipe module 1 which comprises micro heat pipes 3 for dissipating thermal
energy generated by a heat source 2, such as an electronic component. The operation of such a micro heat pipe 3 is known per se and is, therefore, not described herein in more detail.

[0019] The micro heat pipe module 1 has a side 4 on which the heat source 2 generating thermal energy is installed. The FIGURE shows a micro heat pipe module 1 in the shape of a rectangular prism, having six sides, of which at least one is intended for the heat source 2 generating thermal energy.

[0020] The side 4 of the micro heat pipe module 1, on which the heat source 2 generating thermal energy is installed, is at least partly coated with a coating 5.

[0021] The coating 5 is made of a heat conducting material.

[0022] The coating 5 is arranged to conduct the heat generated by the heat source 2 generating thermal energy away from the heat source 2 generating thermal energy along said side 4 of the micro heat pipe module 1 and to the micro heat pipe module 1. The coating 5 is thus arranged to distribute thermal energy from the heat source 2 to a wider area and consequently, the local heat load peak at the heat source 2 and in its immediate vicinity becomes smaller. Due to the distribution of the heat load from the heat source 2 generating thermal energy by means of the coating 5 to a wider area and on therefrom to the micro heat pipe module 1, the micro heat pipe module 1 is able to function longer at a higher component power before reaching a local operational limit.

[0023] The side 4 of the micro heat pipe module 1, on which the heat source 2 generating thermal energy is installed, is preferably substantially completely coated with the coating 5.

[0024] The heat source 2 generating thermal energy is preferably installed on the coating 5 as shown in the FIGURE.

[0025] Several heat conducting materials can be used as the coating 5, and several coating techniques are possible.

[0026] The heat conducting material of the coating 5 preferably comprises metal, preferably copper metal. Copper and copper metals are known for their good heat conductivity. A electrically conductive plane can be formed with a copper metal or another metal on the surface of the micro heat pipe module 1, and the heat source 2 can be directly grounded to it. It is also easy to solder the heat source 2 to a copper metal, which provides an excellent heat conductivity and ground conductivity.

[0027] The coating 5 can preferably comprise graphite or diamond-like carbon.

[0028] The coating 5 can also act as a galvanic insulation layer which insulates various electronic components from each other and/or from the micro heat pipe module 1 so that electrical current cannot flow from one electronic component to another.

[0029] The invention also relates to a method of installing a heat source 2 generating thermal energy on a micro heat pipe module 1 which comprises micro heat pipes 3 for dissipating the thermal energy generated by the heat source 2.

[0030] In the method, a heat source 2 generating thermal energy is installed on one side 4 of a micro heat pipe module 1.

[0031] In the method said side 4 of the micro heat pipe module 1, on which the heat source 2 generating thermal energy is installed, is at least partly coated with a coating 5 made of a heat conducting material. The coating 5 is arranged to conduct the heat generated by the heat-generating heat source 2 away from the heat-generating heat source 2 along said side 4 of the micro heat pipe module 1 and to the micro heat pipe module 1.

[0032] Said side 4 is preferably coated substantially completely.

[0033] The heat source 2 generating thermal energy is preferably installed on the coating 5.

[0034] It is obvious to a person skilled in the art that while technology advances, the basic idea of the invention can be implemented in many different ways. The invention and its embodiments are thus not restricted to the examples described above, but can vary within the scope of the claims.

1. A method of installing a heat source generating thermal energy on a micro heat pipe module which comprises micro heat pipes for dissipating the thermal energy generated by the heat source, in which method

   a heat source generating thermal energy is installed on one side of the micro heat pipe module on a coating made of a heat conducting material,

   the method comprising a step of

   coating substantially completely the side of the micro heat pipe module, on which the heat source generating thermal energy is installed, with the coating made of a heat conducting material, which coating is arranged to conduct the heat generated by the heat-generating heat source away from the heat-generating heat source along said side of the micro heat pipe module and to the micro heat pipe module.

2. A micro heat pipe module which has micro heat pipes for dissipating the thermal energy generated by the heat source generating thermal energy, and which micro heat pipe module has a side on which the heat source generating thermal energy is installed on a coating made of a heat conducting material,

   wherein the side of the micro heat pipe module, on which the heat source generating thermal energy is installed, is substantially completely coated with the coating made of a heat conducting material, which coating is arranged to conduct the heat generated by the heat-generating heat source away from the heat-generating heat source along said side of the micro heat pipe module and to the micro heat pipe module.

3. A micro heat pipe module as claimed in claim 2, wherein the coating comprises metal, preferably copper.

4. A micro heat pipe module as claimed in claim 2, wherein the coating comprises graphite.

5. A micro heat pipe module as claimed in claim 2, wherein the coating comprises diamond-like carbon.